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Theme: In light of being children of God, we will reflect the
character of God.

Theme: In light of being children of God, we will reflect the
character of God.

THE CONFIDENCE OF GOD’S PEOPLE (VV.2:29–3:3)
A) God’s lavish _______ (3:1a)
B) __________ into God’s family (3:1b)
C) We will become _______ Him (3:2a)
D) We will ______ Him (3:2b)

2)

THE CHARACTER OF GOD’S PEOPLE (3:4-10)
A) They follow the law of God __________ upon
their heart (2:29 & 3:4)
B) They remain ____________ of God’s presence.
(3:6)
C) They will __________ His character. (3:7-8)
D) They _________ keep sinning (3:9-10)
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Answers: love, Adopted, like, see, written, conscious, reflect, cannot
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Small Group Questions

Small Group Questions

1.

What does it mean in this context to ‘continue’ in Christ?
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What does it mean in this context to ‘continue’ in Christ?

2.

On what basis can believers be said to be ‘children of God’?
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On what basis can believers be said to be ‘children of God’?

3.

What is true of the Christ with respect to sin?
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What will be true of us when He appears?
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5.

How is sin defined in this passage?
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How is sin defined in this passage?

6.

What does this definition of sin tell us about the attitude of the
false teachers?
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7.

When did Christ appear?
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When did Christ appear?

8.

How should Christ’s mission shape our belief and teaching
about sin?
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How should Christ’s mission shape our belief and teaching
about sin?

9.

What privilege do believers have in the present?
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10. What hope do believers have for the future?
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11. What is the relationship between privilege and responsibility in
the Christian life?
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12. What place does personal effort and choice play in our growth
in godliness?

12. What place does personal effort and choice play in our growth
in godliness?

